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In this article, the NCI method [Johnson et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2010, 132, 6498] for plotting and analysis of non-covalent
interactions (NCI) is extended to periodic (solid-state) electron densities and implemented in the CRITIC program. The new code
uses self-consistent electron densities from a variety of electronic structure methods (pseudopotentials/plane-wave, FP-LAPW,
local orbitals,...), and it can also build the promolecular density from the crystal geometry alone. As an example of the new
code, intermolecular interactions in several molecular crystals are presented and analyzed. The connection with QTAIM studies
is established and a reinterpretation of the NCI domains is given regarding the current knowledge of the field. The connection
between NCI domains and intermolecular vibrations is made apparent, as well as the ability of the method to reveal the locality
of bonding.

1 Introduction

A diverse collection of interactions, including electrostatics,
hydrogen-bonding, dispersion, and Pauli repulsion, fall un-
der the umbrella of non-covalent interactions1–4. This list has
been expanded by the search for molecular aggregation pat-
terns, called synthons, in the field of crystal engineering5–7,
and now includes halogen bonds8,9, C–H· · ·π 10, C–H· · · lone-
pair11, and lone-pair· · ·π 12 interactions.

The recently-developed NCI index4,13,14 is capable of map-
ping real-space regions where non-covalent interactions are
important and is based exclusively on the electron density
and its gradient. The information provided by NCI plots is
essentially qualitative (which molecular regions interact) or
at best semi-quantitative (relating properties integrated within
these regions with hydrogen-bond energies14). Solids usually
present an even wider range of interactions than molecules15

(in particular metallic and ionic interactions) and different in-
teraction types are finely balanced to control the packing and
stability of a crystal.

The objective of this work is to present the implementa-
tion of NCI for solid-state (periodic) densities using the sec-
ond version of the CRITIC code16. This program can treat
plane-wave, linearized augmented plane-wave, or local expo-
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nential basis sets, as opposed to the previous implementation
which only considered molecular densities using Gaussian ba-
sis sets13. The NCI index relies exclusively on the electron
density and its derivatives, so its implementation in solids also
opens interesting new perspectives for the analysis of X-ray
experimental densities17,18,18,19.

A key conceptual problem in real-space visualization and
characterization of non-covalent interactions is that of local-
ity20,21 because they can vary from close contacts, such as
H-bonds, to highly-delocalized, long-range interactions, such
as dispersion. Additionally, a problem with experimental (and
occasionally theoretical22) densities is that noise and artifacts
of the model density can complicate localization of the critical
points and interatomic surfaces necessary for QTAIM analy-
sis18,21. Through several representative examples, we show
in this work that NCI plots avoid complex algorithms and nu-
merical pitfalls, while offering valuable crystal bonding infor-
mation.

2 The NCI method

The NCI method4,13,14 relies on two scalar fields to map local
bonding properties: the electron density (ρ) and the reduced-
density gradient (RDG, s), defined as:

s =
1

2(3π2)

|∇ρ|
ρ4/3 , (1)

a quantity that is essential in the design of DFT functionals.
The combination of s and ρ allows a rough partition of real
space into bonding regions: high-s low-ρ corresponds to non-
interacting density tails, low-s high-ρ to covalent bonds, and
low-s low-ρ to non-covalent interactions.
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The second ingredient of the NCI index is the classifica-
tion of interactions as attractive or repulsive according to the
sign of the second density Hessian eigenvalue (λ2). This dis-
tinguishes bonding interactions, where the electron density is
locally accumulated with respect to the plane perpendicular
to the bond path (λ2 < 0) from the non-bonding interactions
or steric clashes (λ2 > 0). In QTAIM terms, the λ2 < 0 NCI
regions correspond to the loci near the intermolecular bond
critical points (BCPs) while λ2 > 0 are rings (RCPs, λ3 < 0)
and cages (CCPs, all λ positive).

In the practical, computational procedure an analytical or
grid-based representation of the self-consistent electron den-
sity is obtained from a quantum-mechanical calculation or
built from a superposition of atomic densities. A paral-
lelepiped spanning the region of interest is chosen and a reg-
ular grid is built to encompass it. At each grid point, ρ and s
are calculated by appropriate numerical or analytical differen-
tiation and ρ is multiplied by the sign of λ2. Plots of s ver-
sus sign(λ2)ρ give the characteristic stiletto-heel shape4,13,14.
The user must set two cutoff values in order to generate the
three-dimensional NCI isosurface plot. The first cutoff is the
reduced-gradient isovalue, siso. The value of sign(λ2)ρ is
color-mapped onto the s-isosurfaces with two density-cutoff
values, ρ

−
cut and ρ

+
cut, used to set the color scale. The favored

color scheme is a red-green-blue scale with red for ρ
+
cut (re-

pulsive) and blue for ρ
−
cut (attractive)13. This is exemplified

for the oxalic acid crystal in figure 1.
The structure of α-oxalic acid is composed of interacting

layers of molecules strongly bound by hydrogen bonds27.
The motif in these layers is the tetramer shown at the bot-
tom of figure 1, that corresponds to the tetramolecular mid-
dle layer in the top picture. The electron density alone
clearly distinguishes between the hydrogen bonds (the peak
at sign(λ2)ρ ≈ −0.05 ) and the rest of the intermolecular in-
teractions, represented by the wide band around zero density.
The three-dimensional plot identifies the bonding regions cor-
responding to each of these peaks. The hydrogen bonds ap-
pear as round, very localized, blue NCI domains, in the region
where oxygen and hydrogen atoms interact. A complemen-
tary sign(λ2)ρ ≈ 0.05 incipient peak appears as a red rim on
the hydrogen bond domains, a feature that has been analyzed
in a previous work14.

In addition to hydrogen bonds, NCI analysis reveals more
subtle interactions that would have been missed from a simple
analysis of distances28. The peaks in the negative sign(λ2)ρ
region correspond to contacts between the oxygen lone pairs
and the positively-charged carboxylic carbon of the molecule
behind. These weaker interactions are represented in green
and correspond to the central region of the (s,ρ) plot. The
localized, high-density NCI regions for hydrogen-bonds indi-
cate a relatively strong, highly-directional, intermolecular in-
teraction while the weak interactions extend over large regions

Fig. 1 The α phase of oxalic acid23 (space group Pcab, Z = 4) at
the equilibrium structure found using the B86b-XDM method24,25

and the Quantum ESPRESSO code26. The crystal structure (top),
the (s,ρ) diagram (middle) and the computed NCI regions (bottom)
are shown. In the (s,ρ) representation, the RDG isovalue used is
represented by a dotted line, and the color scale used by the thick
continuous line. The blue arrow points to the peak corresponding to
the global minimum of the electron density in the crystal.
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of intermolecular contacts. This information is useful when
assessing the environment of a particular molecule in a host
crystal.

The negative sign(λ2)ρ region corresponds to QTAIM
BCPs (associated with s = 0 points located inside the region)
while the positive represents rings and cages. Contrary to
molecules, where rings and particularly cages are relatively
rare, the compact nature of real space in periodic solids im-
poses the presence of at least three rings and one cage because
of the translation symmetry of the crystal29. Thus, peaks at
positive density (signified by an arrow in figure 1) must always
be present and represent the global minimum of the electron
density in the crystal. Additionally, in high symmetry crystals
NCI peaks (BCPs) associated with the fixed Wyckoff positions
must appear. Molecular crystals have a high packing ratio so
many intermolecular interactions appear around ρ ≤ 0.02 a.u.
that are clearly distinguished from more energetic contacts
like hydrogen bonds. The interpretation of these domains is
still a subject of debate (see section 4) but it is heartening that
they systematically correspond to intuitive chemical interac-
tions as happens in the case of α-oxalic acid.

3 Implementation of NCI in solids

We have implemented the NCI visualization method in the
second version of the CRITIC code16, which can use den-
sity information from Quantum ESPRESSO26, abinit30,31,
VASP32,33, WIEN2k34–36, elk37 or pi738 as input. In addi-
tion, CRITIC reads density cubes in gaussian39 and XCrys-
den40 formats, so any program not directly supported can be
interfaced with CRITIC2 via (relatively sparse) density grids.

It is possible to restrict the number of grid points in a va-
riety of convenient ways. In particular, in a PSPW code the
density is represented as a uniform grid of ρ values span-
ning the periodic cell, which can be transformed to the corre-
sponding reciprocal-space values (ρGGG) using an efficient three-
dimensional Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). This possibility is
useful in the computation of the density derivatives that are
required to build s and λ2 because of the simple relationship
between the density reciprocal-space coefficients and those of
its derivatives. The coefficients of the density gradient and
Hessian are transformed back into real-space, and then used to
calculate the reduced density gradient and the Hessian eigen-
values. FFT is typically much more efficient than the simple
loop over grid points, but the resulting grid necessarily extends
over the complete unit cell and the density of the grid may be
too low for an adequate representation. To overcome this lim-
itation, a three-dimensional spline interpolation scheme30,31

is used to calculate grids denser and in localized regions of
space. The use of very dense grids at DFT level is common-
place in the analysis of PSPW results in QTAIM41–43 and in

this work it is avoided by using three-dimensional interpola-
tion.

In order to assess the validity of the NCI plots obtained with
interpolated PSPW densities, figure 2 compares NCI plots
obtained from an all-electron full-potential LAPW calcula-
tion with the PSPW results for the poly-NPF2 phosphazene.
Polyphosphazenes are the largest class of inorganic polymers,
with high fundamental and technological relevance45. Poly-
NPF2 is the simplest member in the family, and the only for
which the crystal structure is partially known44. In figure 2,
the interaction regions of poly-NPF2 are shown. The PSPW
domains are for practical purposes indistinguishable to those
obtained using the all-electron method, while the generation
of the grid scalar fields for the latter is approximately 30 times
slower (of course, the electronic relaxation is also faster in
PSPW than in LAPW). The total wall time to generate the
NCI plot for poly-NPF2 is less than a minute (8 processors
desktop PC, 3.4 GHz) in the PSPW approach. The plots show
a very weak and localized fluorine-fluorine interaction, simi-
lar to stronger halogen bonds9, and an only slightly stronger,
electrostatic interaction between fluorine and the N-P bond
in the neighboring chain, which explains the difficulty in the
crystallization of these polymers.

Because of the pseudopotentials, PSPW calculations only
work with valence densities, which are smoother but also un-
physical in the core regions. It is possible to reconstruct the
all-electron density using the (frozen) core orbitals47. How-
ever, NCI plots are interesting only in valence regions, and
their interpretation is qualitative, so we take the simple ap-
proach of adding a core density that accounts for the miss-
ing electrons. This procedure is similar to the construction of
the promolecular densities and, in the practical implementa-
tion, the two tasks are bundled together. Atomic radial density
grids from spherical atomic DFT calculations are used for all
atoms in the periodic table. These distance interpolation ta-
bles contain the density contribution of all the atomic orbitals
in the neutral configuration of the atom. If the promolecular
density is needed, it is computed by summing over all orbitals.
If only the core density is required, then the sum extends only
up to the given number of electrons. This scheme retains the
simplicity characteristic of the molecular NCI code13.

Figure 3 shows the NCI plot of the cyanamide crystal46 us-
ing self-consistent and promolecular densities at the calculated
equilibrium structure. As noted previously4,48, the qualitative
features are similar, but electronic relaxation of the density
tends to draw electrons from intermolecular regions. Conse-
quently, self-consistent densities tend to displace intermolec-
ular interactions to smaller values of ρ and give smaller sur-
faces, as shown in the plot. The qualitative features, how-
ever, are the same, and the intra-dimer hydrogen bonds and
the inter-dimer dipole-dipole attraction are shown clearly in
both cases.
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Fig. 2 The phosphazene polymer poly-NPF2, calculated at the experimental geometry44 (left). The NCI plots were obtained using the PSPW
approach (abinit code30,31, middle) and the FPLAPW method (WIEN2k34–36, right).

Fig. 3 NCI plots for the cyanamide crystal46 (space group Pbca, Z = 8) at the equilibrium geometry calculated using B86B-XDM. We
represent the crystal cell (top left), the RDG vs. ρ plot (top right), and the NCI domains (below) for a pair of dimers using the self-consistent
density calculated with the PSPW approach (Quantum ESPRESSO, left) and the promolecular density (PBE, right).
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An important function of the new code is convenient vi-
sualization of the NCI regions. The representation of the
whole unit cell is seldom informative because the interaction
regions are usually straddled across the cell boundary. Also,
entire molecules are frequently not contained in the interior
of the cell for the conventional origin choice. To successfully
present the NCI domains, several interacting molecules must
be isolated and only the NCI regions associated with those
molecules must be represented. This is achieved by suitably
shrinking the representation grids and by considering only the
grid nodes for which i) more than a fraction fmax (≈ 0.95) of
the promolecular density comes from the selected fragments
and ii) the contribution of each fragment is less than a certain
fraction fmin (≈ 0.75) of the total density. All figures in this
article exemplify the use of this technique.

4 Interpretation of the NCI domains

Thanks to its simplicity, NCIplot has enjoyed a good deal of
popularity in its short life. In previous articles4,13,14, the NCI
domains were identified with non-bonded attractive or repul-
sive interactions based on systematic observations and chem-
ical intuition. NCI regions enclose interstitial critical points,
so they provide a faithful representation of the atomic bonding
network, as defined in QTAIM49–51, the leading theory in the
analysis of solid-state chemical bonding21. Because QTAIM
relies exclusively on the electron density, it is especially use-
ful in the field of experimental X-ray densities. NCI plots in
solids, however, present several advantages as an alternative
over traditional QTAIM critical point maps: i) the numerical
and algorithmic problems in locating exactly the position of
the critical points are avoided, ii) the transition from bonding
to non-bonding situations is gradual instead of catastrophic
and iii) the NCI regions can provide information about the ex-
tent of the interaction in real space. Indeed, the usefulness of
NCI in solid-state applications will soon be tested on experi-
mental densities.

Figure 4 shows how the NCI index behaves in simple crys-
tals with different basic bonding patterns. The plots are con-
sistent with the known real-space features of the electron den-
sity. In a metal, the density is almost flat throughout the in-
terstitial region15 and the bonding network is labile52. This
translates into spherical s-isosurfaces at low s and ρ values.
Similarly, fcc neon domains also appear at a low density value,
but in this case contacts are localized between atoms instead of
smeared over the crystal voids. Even though the (s,ρ) peaks
are similar for the metal and the noble-gas crystal, localiza-
tion of the domains in real space allows one to be differenti-
ated from the other. Comparison of fcc neon to the ionic NaF
crystal is also interesting because they are formally isoelec-
tronic, so they represent a simple test of how NCI domains
behave when the crystal geometry is similar but the chemical

behavior of atoms is widely different. In NaF, there is a charge
transfer from Na to F that causes anion-anion contacts appear,
a feature that has been reported in previous QTAIM studies
of ionic solids29,53–56. The strongest interaction, in terms of
electron density at the NCI domain, is still the cation-anion
contact. NCI domains are more abundant and larger in NaF
than in Ne, which is consistent with the former being much
more strongly bound thanks to point-charge-like electrostatic
interactions.

The NCIplot technique reveals the bonding regions and in-
teraction strengths of hydrogen-bonds as shown in figure 5
for the case of the urea crystal57,58. There are two differ-
ent kinds of hydrogen bonds in urea: a stronger one rep-
resented as a blue round domain (d(O...H) = 2.026Å) and
the weaker hydrogen bond represented as a round green do-
main (d(O...H) = 2.335Å). It is interesting to note that appli-
cation of Espinosa’s relation59 between the dissociation en-
ergy of a hydrogen bond and d(O...H) yields 4.22 and 1.41
kcal/mol, that combine to give a crystal binding energy of
11.26 kcal/mol. This value is much smaller than the exper-
imental sublimation enthalpy (around 21.5 kcal/mol27) so,
even though hydrogen bonds determine molecular orientations
in the crystal, weaker interactions still account for almost half
of the experimental binding energy of the urea crystal. Fig-
ure 5 reveals one of these weaker interactions: the dipole-
dipole attraction of N–H in neighboring urea molecules. This
observation evidences the perils involved in representing the
crystal as a dimer or trimer extruded from the experimental
molecular packing, backing previous statements about the ap-
pearance of QTAIM bond paths being inextricably linked to
the chemical environment21.

The meaning of intermolecular BCPs corresponding to in-
teractions weaker than hydrogen bonds is less clear. A sim-
ple example is the case of endohedral bonds in the inclu-
sion complex He@adamantane28,60,61. The dissociation of
He@adamantane is exothermic, with a dissociation energy of
−154 kcal/mol60. At the equilibrium geometry, the adaman-
tane cage is stretched with respect to its geometry when empty.
The intuitive explanation is that the steric repulsion between
the He atom and the adamantane cage causes the stretching
and the energy raise. This explanation is denied within the
QTAIM energy partition61 where at the equilibrium geometry
of the complex, the He atom actually attracts the adamantane
cage, and it is the lengthening of the C–C bonds that is respon-
sible for the destabilization. Within orthodox QTAIM, there
is no a priori explanation for the stretching of these bonds.
The interpretation of endohedral contacts in terms of closed-
shell repulsion requires an energy partition that contains this
term20,62. Similar occurrences of this interpretative problem
appear, for instance, in anion-anion contacts29,53–55, halogen-
halogen bonding56,63 and dihydrogen bonding (see below).

Whether weaker intermolecular NCI contacts are read as at-
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Fig. 4 NCI plots for ionic (NaF, left), metallic (bcc sodium, middle) and noble gas (fcc Ne, right) solids at their experimental geometries,
computed using FPLAPW as implemented in the elk program37.

Fig. 5 NCI plots for urea at the B86b-XDM equilibrium geometry calculated using Quantum ESPRESSO. The unit cell is shown on the left
and the NCI plots for three interacting molecules on the right.
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Fig. 6 NCI regions of carbon dioxide (Quantum ESPRESSO,
equilibrium geometry, B86b-XDM). The arrows represent the three
degenerate highest-frequency intermolecular phonons at the Γ point
and correspond to rotations of the CO2 molecules. Each of the three
modes is represented in a different color.

tractions or repulsions, it is clear that the intermolecular den-
sity build-up they represent marks an atomic interaction. The
accumulation of density affects the forces via the Hellmann-
Feynman theorem, as first studied by Berlin in his seminal
work64. This effect can be readily evidenced by matching
the position of NCI regions and the atomic movements along
stiff intermolecular vibrational modes. For instance, figure 6
shows the λ2 < 0 regions of carbon dioxide, together with
the highest frequency intermolecular vibrational modes at Γ

(ν18 = ν19 = ν20 = 120 cm−1). The NCI regions appear asso-
ciated to the regions where molecules come into contact un-
der these vibrations (that correspond to molecular rotations
in the crystal matrix). The interpretation in terms of closed-
shell repulsions is straightforward: at the equilibrium geome-
try, Pauli repulsion balances the rest of attractive interactions
(electrostatic, dispersion,...) and the total atomic forces are
zero. Disregarding intramolecular modes, that are effectively
decoupled from intermolecular ones in this case, the least fa-
vorable direction in which atoms can move corresponds ex-
actly to the directions of maximum density overlap, hence the
result in figure 6. The relation between Pauli repulsion and
density build-up in the intermolecular zone is also the basis of
Bondi’s definition of van der Waals radii65.

A fundamental problem in crystal packing is understand-
ing the role of weak hydrogen-hydrogen contacts, a prob-
lem similar to endohedral bonds, and still an open ques-
tion20,21,28,62,66–72. The H–H BCPs were first interpreted by

Fig. 7 NCI interaction regions for benzene, calculated at the
equilibrium B86b-XDM structure.

Cioslowski and Mixon in kekulene66 and ortho-substituted
biphenyls67 and assigned to “non-bonded repulsive contacts”,
a view supported by later studies with different energy par-
titions20,62,71. QTAIM atomic energies, on the other hand,
predict a stabilization caused by H–H contacts of up to 10
kcal/mol in the general case of polybenzenoid molecules70.
It is clear that the weakness of dihydrogen interactions and
the arbitrariness in the choice of energy partition precludes
determining whether these interactions are favorable or unfa-
vorable to molecular packing and how much they contribute
to the total binding energy of a crystal.

Hydrogen-hydrogen contacts are revealed by NCI plots, as
shown in figure 7 for benzene. As evidenced by PIXEL cal-
cualtions20,73,74, benzene packing arises from long-range dis-
persion and electrostatic interactions and the preference of
benzene for the Pbca arrangement instead of, for instance,
the P21/c structure (as is the case of heavier acenes) is still
poorly understood. The main reason is the minute energy dif-
ference between polymorphs20. In the Pbca structure, each
benzene molecule is surrounded by 12 molecules in a distorted
fcc arrangament. NCI reveals the local intermolecular con-
tact regions: CH. . .π (the rings parallel to the central benzene
molecule), C· · ·HC and dihydrogen. The latter appear only
between hydrogens that are at a distance similar to the sum of
the van der Waals radius of H (1.2Å). It is interesting to note
that dihydrogen and C· · ·CH contacts are local: the NCI do-
mains are localized in extent, resembling stronger hydrogen
bonds but at much lower densities. In contrast, the CH· · ·π in-
teraction occurs between hydrogen and the whole neighboring
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benzene ring. The shape of these NCI domains is essentially
different from those corresponding to hydrogen bonds. In the
latter, the directionality is characterized by the small, round
shape of the regions and the strength by the relatively large
accumulation of electron density. Weaker interactions such
as the ones found in benzene give rise to interaction regions,
rather than localized NCI domains, and presenting a relatively
low elecron density. NCI plots map regions instead of atom-
atom contacts, a point that is usually raised about QTAIM
bonding networks20,21.

The thymine crystal (figure 8) is a further example of
how NCI differentiates between localized atom-atom contacts
corresponding to strong directional attractions and weakly-
interacting molecular regions. The crystal arrangement con-
sists of layers of hydrogen-bonded thymine molecules. These
layers are stacked in parallel so that the electrostatic attraction
between dipoles in neighboring layers is maximized. In the
figure, the strong intra-layer hydrogen bonds appear as round
blue domains in the case of close H...O contacts or as green
round domains for weaker hydrogen bonds. The inter-layer
picture of bonding, however, presents extensive regions of in-
termolecular interaction, with an overall low density, consis-
tent with a more delocalized bonding.

To conclude this section, we consider the interpretation
of the λ2 > 0 domains, corresponding to rings and cages
in QTAIM. In previous NCI studies these have been asso-
ciated to destabilizing steric clashes4,13,14 because they ap-
pear at the center of rings or voids in sterically constrained
molecules. The appearance of these domains in solids, how-
ever, is forced by translational symmetry, even if the cell is
infinitely stretched. Considering the above discussion, we can
argue that the steric clashes, in the sense of closed-shell repul-
sions balanced by other attractive forces at equilibrium, ac-
tually correspond to λ2 < 0 and that positive λ2 regions are
found whenever there is a void in the crystal. A possible inter-
pretation of the effect on the binding energy of these voids can
be made in the sense of Kitaigorodskii’s ideas75,76: molecules
tend to adapt their shape to achieve the closest packing possi-
ble, in a sort of key-and-lock mechanism. In this view, voids
are destabilizing with respect to any other crystal packing not
having them because they are a waste of molecular space. The
λ2 > 0 regions can be thought as (destabilizing) empty space,
and also a place where the introduction of substituents or new
molecular species is possible. In any case, care is recom-
mended when interpreting the sign of λ2 in very weak inter-
actions, because in these cases the sign might depend on the
method of calculation.

5 Conclusions

In this article, we have presented the implementation of
the NCI method for the analysis of densities under periodic

Fig. 8 The thymine crystal at the equilibrium geometry
(B86b-XDM) is shown on the left. The molecular packing is made
of stacked layers of hydrogen-bonded molecules. The inter-layer
(middle) and intra-layer (bottom) NCI regions are shown.
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boundary conditions in the CRITIC code, which will be avail-
able to the public under free license in the near future. The
NCI method maps non covalent interactions (NCI) arising be-
tween molecular fragments into real space using solely the
electron density as input. In the simplest case, the density is
built as a sum of atomic densities and only the atomic arrange-
ment is required, an option that is interesting in very large sys-
tems.

The new code provides an abstraction layer over different
computational techniques, basis-set expressions and file for-
mats used commonly in the solid-state community. In the par-
ticular case of the pseudopotentials/plane-waves method, den-
sities are expressed on a regular grid, and we have described a
flexible and efficient method to calculate the NCI domains. In
addition, the ability to read densities on a three-dimensional
grid enables our program to interface with virtually any solid-
state code.

The interpretation of NCI regions has been placed into the
context of the literature by connection with QTAIM critical
points. Two possible meanings of the λ2 < 0 domains are pos-
sible i) the traditional QTAIM view where these regions are
always attractive, and ii) an interpretation where the density
build-up represented by the NCI domains corresponds to inter-
molecular Pauli repulsions that are balanced by other attractive
forces (electrostatic, dispersion,...). While the energy partition
in the former is less arbitrary, the latter allows an interpreta-
tion of crystal packing in agreement with previous chemical
thinking. In addition, it has been shown that NCI domains
correspond to regions marking the stiffest intermolecular vi-
brational modes in the crystal.

We have shown that the atom-to-atom picture of QTAIM
bonding networks is replaced in NCI by a real-space map-
ping whose properties depend on the nature of the interac-
tion. While hydrogen-bonds are represented by small round
domains with a relatively high density, weaker and less di-
rectional interactions are smeared over wide regions of real-
space. NCI domains, therefore, are able to recover the locality
and directionality of bonding. Finally, the λ2 > 0 regions are
reinterpreted as voids in the crystal structure that represent a
destabilization in the sense of decreased molecular packing.
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